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Abstract
Technology has influenced every aspect of life. Journalism and communication industries have also widely adapted to it. Traditional journalism has been revolutionized altogether with the implication of technology. From news production to news distribution, everything has become abrupt and unobstructed. This study focuses on the impact of technology on traditional journalism in Pakistan. An in-depth interview method has been employed as a research method. Providing insight into the issue, main research objectives include (i) analyze the scope of technology in Pakistani Journalism, (ii) exploring technological literacy in Pakistani journalism and (iii) seeing the impact of technology on the production and dissemination of journalistic content in Pakistan. This study concluded that technology had altered the overall landscape of journalism in Pakistan. It has assisted journalistic practices in a considerably effective way. Although there are constructive effects of mobile journalism, the concerns over authenticity and credibility of the media content have also been raised in Pakistan.
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Introduction

Technological revolutions have influenced all aspects of human life. Newsgathering and the journalistic processes also bear no exceptions. Technology has been serving media through different visual, audio and digital innovations. These modifications have altered the thinking and performance of journalists altogether (Lasora, Lewis, & Holton, 2012).

Similarly, the emergence of advanced media technologies has created the possibilities for the creation, modification and dissemination of media content through relatively modest means. Therefore the whole practice of journalism has been altered in a well-constructed way (Gambarato & Alzamora, 2018).

Since the familiarization of information technology, it has brought many changes in almost every field of life and profession. The course of information handling processes has also been modified. Media organizations have adopted technology-based systems for their functioning. However, where this new technical information and communication strategies have brought different opportunities, certain challenges to traditional media have also occurred. Today most of the information is computerized, modifying the communication process, its dissemination and perception by the audiences (Zia, 2003).

A recently huge number of users have shifted to new sources to seek information; therefore, mass media have grabbed the attention of audiences by preferring online services. By utilizing this unique property offered by the internet, media practitioners like reporters, journalists and editors find innovative sources of information. Reporters use the internet as means of mass information like news, press release, stories, interviews as well as entertainment to collect and disseminate (Hussain & Iqba, 2013).

Technologies may vary with regards to their impact, while some have more influence than others (Rajani & Chandio, 2004). Therefore new media technologies have exclusively influenced and modified communication processes and
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of online journalism and web forms. Pakistan has yet to enjoy the advantages more appreciation than their traditional print and magazines are published online and get developed countries like in west, newspapers audience in this regard. On the other hand, modern technologies, for example, mobile phones with different features like camera, video and audio recording, internet connectivity and messaging service, have led to the growth of mobile augmented journalism all around the world (Westlund, 2013).

The infiltration of mobile journalism has reformed the infrastructure of journalism in Pakistan. Consequently, for being part mobile-oriented media structure, professional journalists have become well-furnished and attached with such technologies that assist them in the rapid production and distribution of media content in different areas of the country. Although there are constructive effects of mobile journalism, concerns over the authenticity and credibility of the media content have also been raised in Pakistan (Umair, 2016).

Similarly, mobile technology is reshaping journalistic practices by introducing modern means of content gathering and news production. Today technology assists journalists and reporters to give a live transmission of an event and its communication to the masses (Raza & Parvez, 2019).

In Pakistan, dynamic changes occurred in journalism with the beginning of 3G and 4G. Digitalization has influenced professional values, news values, work efficiency, working circumstances and management. Also, it is only because of technology that faster news dissemination, easier access to information sources and active interaction with the students have been possible. Yet, it does hardly nurtures any better form of journalism; technological improvements have led to the formation of a more competitive environment. Media organizations have been driven to accelerate their operational performance for the maximum quantity of content, undermining quality journalism. The media outlets have, in their desperation to become a source of public attention, try to ensure profitable journalism at all costs. Similarly, journalists intend to practice at a faster pace so that people can have access to a variety of information and news sources (Siddique, 2020).

One of the most important advantages of technological advancement in journalism is growing space for freedom of expression, especially for less outspoken groups in society like minorities of all sorts. Marginalized communities have been given opportunities to raise their voices more than ever before. However, traditional journalism fails to moderate its bias towards sensationalism, a dramatization of the marginalized groups and other sensitive issues. More space has also been generated for political expression than in traditional media practices. Elections campaigns are run online to reach a maximum number of supporters for votes. It has resulted in vivacious political disputes with disrupted sort of overall political representation (Siddique, 2020).

There are certain negative perceptions about Pakistani journalism in the world. It is held internationally that Pakistan is not a liberal
country, and Pakistani journalism does not count for a free press as compared to other countries (Jamil, 2017).

Similarly, international media watchdog Reporters Without Borders also supported the notion of lack of press freedom in Pakistan. It reported that mediated content in Pakistan undergoes regular and strict censorship in the hands of the Pakistan Media Regulatory Authority, government policies and military or intelligence organizations (Reporters Without Borders, 2019).

Research Objectives
Following research objectives are to be focused on in this study:

- To analyze the scope of technology in Pakistani Journalism
- To explore technological literacy among Pakistani journalists
- To view the impact of technology on the production and dissemination of journalistic content in Pakistan

Research Questions
This study focuses on the following research questions:

RQ1: What is the impact of the integration of technology in journalistic practices in Pakistan?
RQ2: How does the integration of technology affect professional Journalism in Pakistan?
RQ3: Is there sufficient technological literacy in Pakistan with regards to journalistic practices?

Scope of the Study
A technological explosion has not spared a single aspect in life untouched by its spell. The information and communication industry has also been influenced by technology in the same manner. Advanced countries have successfully adopted technological revolution constructively in almost every field of life. However, developing countries like Pakistan still lags behind in this regard. Different studies have been conducted to explore the impact of technology and digitalization in journalism, but a study gap exists in terms of qualitative insight into the impact of technology on traditional journalism in Pakistan. This study intends to provide a qualitative approach examining online journalistic practices in Pakistan. The country has a large number of technology consumers with ineffective use. This study explores technology adoption as a replacement for traditional journalism in Pakistan. Moreover, it also provides an insight into the way online journalism has reshaped news production, dissemination as well as the perception of information.

Theoretical Framework
For this research, Media Convergence theory serves as the basic theoretical foundation.

Media Convergence Theory
Media convergence is a theory of communication that focuses on the combination of different perspectives of mass media with technology (Kalamar, 2016). In communication and media studies, this theory attempts to remove barriers between media and telecommunication. Similarly, this theory also points out the union of mechanisms and methods of news production and dissemination with technology and other computer-assisted functions (Grant & Wilkinson, 2009). Moreover, media convergence can also be referred to as the blend of technological tools and traditional ways of communication like print, television online media apparatus (Singer, 2004). This concept also posits that media convergence is far beyond technological reforms, as it not merely focus on the integration of traditional media and technology but also modified the relationship between prevalent media industries, the type of media content and the audiences (Jenkins, 2006).

Since it has been well recognized that media convergence is all about the combination of different features present in the media industry, these components can be technology, economy (media ownership), media content, and the operation as well as the function of media. Therefore current study focuses on the fusion of technological and traditional means of news production and distribution in Pakistani journalism. Despite poor adaptation to technology, Pakistani journalism has strongly been affected in terms of its news production techniques, news distribution and perception of the audiences.

Literature Review
Among South Asian countries, Pakistani media is
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relatively effervescent, while its operation is governed by “authoritarianism”. However, self-regulating media operates under Articles 19 and 19(A) of the constitution (1973), protecting rights of freedom of expression and access to information. Despite these provisions in the constitution government other ruling bodies utilize different instruments to subdue the power of speech of media. It is achieved through constitutional exploitations, economic benefits, lucrative incentives and manipulation of media law. Moreover, journalists are censored, confined and oppressed by the government for criticizing its performance. Therefore there always exists a conflict between media and government (Jamil, 2017).

Similarly, print media in Pakistan has also been considered pluralistic in nature. It represents prevailing divisions in society based on ethnicity, language and class. In Pakistan, print media comprise both Urdu and English language newspapers. Urdu press is more popular in Pakistan, making it the largest circulating newspaper in the country. Urdu print media is widely appreciated with the maximum number of readership among the members of the middle class of the society. There exist both liberal and conservative stances in Urdu newspapers. However, on the other hand, English language newspapers enjoy relatively low readership when compared with Urdu language newspapers (Khan & Aziz, 2017).

The difference in readership between Urdu and English language newspapers is due to the multilingual society of Pakistan. The Urdu language is a widely spoken language in-country, while the majority of the people are less familiar with English. Despite the limited scope of the English press among common people, elites, politicians, bureaucracy, policymakers are greatly influenced by its international scope. Similarly, the English press also serves as a mirror of Pakistani media and society for international observers (Khan & Aziz, 2017).

During the last two decades, the integration of technology in information and communication in developing countries has been remarkable. This abrupt development has influenced every aspect of life. Consequently, it is highly acknowledged that recent technological advancement will continue to grow and affect the way media produce and propagate information to audiences as well as the way of journalist practices across the world (Ireton & Posetti, 2018).

According to the statistics of the UN Global ICT index (2017), Pakistan is ranked at 148th position (International Telecommunication Union, 2017). Similarly, according to Pakistan Telecommunication Authority’s calculations (2018), there are more than 55 million 3G and 4G users in Pakistan and about 150 mobile consumers. The number is alarming despite the country’s very low progress towards ICT integration (Yousufzai, 2018) and there are about 45 million active internet consumers in Pakistan (Farooq, 2019).

Pakistan has witnessed an ever-increasing trend of mobile phone usage in the routine work of journalists. Along with benefits, the credibility and authenticity of news and media content are compromised (Umair, 2016).

To construct a perception about the world around them, people rely upon second-hand information. In contemporary societies, his second-hand source is media. Therefore people dependence has empowered media to serve as “agenda setters” for the masses (Raza & Parvez, 2019).

Information technology has affected journalism as a whole. It has altered the way people process and receives this information. Similarly, it has also affected the way journalists perform certain functions related to their job (Hussain & Iqba, 2013).

A study describes that the knowledge of technology results in its adoption in daily life. As far as, the response of people has formed then media consumers and general members of the community tend to integrate modern technologies into the society. Therefore if the media outlets intend to comply with basic requisites of journalism, they are forced by the peoples’ interest to take help from technology. For this purpose, with proper training and a set of instructions, media practitioners successfully use technology to improve the efficiency of media performance. However, at the same time, journalists are more likely to exploit technology to meet personal as well as organizational gains (Srinivas, 2007).

The incorporation of digital media and technologies in journalism could be better utilized with proper technological and media literacy. It can help to provide better insight into the issue and people’s perceptions (Solomon, 2013).

Similarly, media serves as a major source of
reshaping perceptions of the people. Consumers receive information through fast-growing technological tools, find it interesting and consciously or unconsciously become a carrier of that information. Consequently, they transmit this information to others (Solomon, 2013).

The technological shift has led to simplified ways of news production and assisted faster dissemination of news and other media content (Deuze, 2004). The assembly of different technical facilities into media has led to a transformed way of communication and information industry for mass audiences. The technological features in this regard are analyzed with different perspectives (Dominick, 2011).

Therefore media practitioners and journalists have altered their traditional ways of news gathering and distribution to the target audience. For example, in photojournalism, journalists can capture, record, edit and send pictures to the relevant editing companies using their mobile phones. Now they have been freed from the struggle to process their shoot into dark developing and printing rooms. Rather they can take help from digital machismo to do so. Nowadays, it has become possible for the media houses to reach and later distribute a particular story even before a reporter reaches back to the newsroom from the location of the happening. Similarly, online newspapers break a particular story before it reaches traditional print newspapers (Jenkins, 2006).

Additionally, technology and digitalization have led digital journalism resulting in reformed ways of the overall media landscape. The faster speed of news production and distribution has decreased the distance between media, i.e. the source of information and receptor of information, i.e. audience. Similarly, speedy news gathering and reach to the target audience has decreased the media operation costs and decreasing newspaper circulation as well as sales and purchases (Garcia, 2006).

After a review of the related literature, it is revealed that technology has striking effects on the overall landscape of journalism around the world. In Pakistan, such adaptations have brought similar impacts but with less effectiveness. The country suffers from insufficient access and literacy to technology. Therefore the current study explores the impact of technology on the traditional journalistic practices in developing countries like Pakistan.

**Methodology**

This study employed a qualitative research method to give a better insight into the issue at hand. Using in-depth interviews as a research method has assisted in clarifying the findings with more validity. Similarly, purposive sampling techniques have been adopted to reach out to ten male and female professional journalists working in Pakistan’s leading media organizations to conduct interviews. This study implied thematic analysis to analyze the data collected from in-depth interviews.

**Results and Discussion**

Data collected from interviews have been exposed to thematic analysis based on four main themes 1) integration of technology in traditional journalistic practices in Pakistan, 2) use of technology in news production and distribution, 3) technological literacy among the journalists in Pakistan, 4) comparison between traditional journalistic practices and E-Journalism.

**Integration of Technology in Traditional Journalistic Practices in Pakistan**

Journalism has undergone several changes over the period of time. Most recently technological revolution has highly influenced journalism. Developed countries, with maximum access to the most advanced technologies, have shifted their media functions from traditional to digital ones. A similar trend, but at a lower rate, is being pursued in developing countries like Pakistan. Media firms are shifting from traditional to modern means of communication. As referred in the related literature, media convergence has been widely accepted by the major global media giants, for example, BBC, Al Jazeera and CNN. Similarly, technological integration has also revolutionized the overall landscape of Pakistani journalism. For example, the majority of the interview respondents viewed that digital and technological incorporation has transformed news production, distribution as well reception of the media content by the audiences.

The findings of the interview further suggest that the growth of modern communication and media infrastructure has played a critical part to reshape traditional journalism in terms of means.
of news production and dissemination to the target audience. In Pakistan, dynamic changes occurred in journalism with the beginning of 3G and 4G. Digitalization has influenced professional values, news values, work efficiency, working circumstances and management. The respondents believed that traditional media uses complex procedures and heavy equipment for covering an event while modern use of mobile technology has assisted in different ways. It helped with easy movement, speedy news production, fast distribution of information and low budget. Similarly, the high tendency of live transmission as breaking news culture has also been highly supported by the modern technologies of journalism.

Apart from these reasons, Pakistani journalists also pointed out that the incorporation of technological aids has ensured access to remote and conflict-prone areas. This ability of technology has encouraged the use of mobile journalism. Today journalists widely depend upon technology for their professional performance. The respondents also revealed that the use of digital ways had reduced the cost and time duration of news production and dissemination. This notion supports the literature on media convergence (Grant & Wilkinson, 2009).

Similarly, an interviewee respondent in these words, “I don’t completely agree with the notion that integration of ICT’s and augmented use of mobile technology has completely altered the landscape of journalism in Pakistan. However, there have some prominent changes that occurred in newsgathering, news production and dissemination. Journalists engaged with high profile media organizations are more adapted to technology than traditional ways, and they are no more dependent on traditional heavy equipment of reporting.”

The journalists also believed that technology had brought some negative impacts on journalistic practices. For example, heavy reliance on social media has challenged the credibility and authenticity of the news and information.

Use of Technology in News Production, Distribution and Reception

The journalists revealed that the use of technology has entirely altered the ways of news production and distribution. In the near past, news reporting used to happen at the location of the event, and the journalists had to be physically present there. Then they had to go back to the studio and write the news story and process it for publication or printing through the editor. But with the introduction of modern technology, one can have easy access to any event. Through such adaptations cost of news, the gathering has been largely reduced. Therefore media organizations engage with such people who can deliver important information through their social media accounts.

Similarly, the personal social media accounts of journalists and official media accounts of different media organizations have changed the status of the news distribution process. People get information by visiting these social media sites without waiting for the coverage of mainstream media. Moreover, mobile phones are also doing a great job for journalists. Participants of the interview also opined that media organization are reducing their regular staff and connecting with freelancers for online journalistic functions, who have the ability of multi-tasking from newsgathering to publication then dissemination using their mobile phones. Many journalists expressed their insecurity about job stability and salaries. They also believed that due to the present situation, TV journalists are more vulnerable than those engaged in newspaper organizations.

One of the participant journalists stated, “It is our economic murder”. Media organizations are heavily relying on modern technologies for news gathering and distribution. These are negative consequences of technology. Journalists equipped with technologies like mobile phones have modified the entire landscape of journalism. More importantly, the incorporation of mobile phones furnished with multi-function features along with internet access has assisted tough journalistic practices. Visuals, images, videos and news stories are produced directly from the conflict zones like Baluchistan and Fata, where otherwise coverage is a hard task.

Technological Literacy Among the Journalists in Pakistan

Apart from gains of technological incorporation into journalism, certain adversities also took place. For example, the authenticity of news and
information has been challenged. The majority of the interviewees unanimously agreed that fast-forwarding journalistic practices due to technology have often resulted in misinformation or fake news. Speedy and abundant news production processes have disabled fact-checking concepts in journalism. Journalists gave the example of international media giants like The New York Times in this regard, which has employed effective procedures to cope with such inconveniences. It has formulated training programs for journalists about technological use so that unauthentic news can be filtered and only verified news could pass to the audiences.

The problem arises when journalists don’t give much time to verify media content or news before publishing it. It is immediately aired to win the competition of breaking news culture. Findings of the interview revealed that Pakistani journalists are not trained to use technology without harming the authenticity of the news as well media organization. Almost every single journalist has created his/her own social media accounts or YouTube channel to promote their personal stance without any valid source of information. One respondent journalist opined, “they have become media themselves”. News is no more confined to media channels only; rather it has become a commodity of journalists assisted by technology.

Proper literacy of technology is required for the journalists in Pakistan so that objections like unverified content can be dealt with with great effectiveness. In Pakistan, the proliferation of media networks and the contest for ratings has engaged these networks to encourage exaggeration and breaking news culture without considering news authenticity (Umair, 2016). Therefore most of the participants of the interview believed that there must be trainings endorsed by the government as well as media organizations to teach proper use of technology when reporting a particular event or news story.

Comparison between Traditional Journalistic Practices and E-Journalism

When asked about the comparison between traditional and technological journalistic practices, some of the respondents highly rated traditional journalism with regards to authenticity and quality journalism. On the other, they attributed technological journalism as quick and time-saving but also called it prone to unverified news. While others believed that journalism had reached its climax with technological assistance. Since technology is the need of time with proper adaption, it can be best utilized to improve the standard of journalism in Pakistan. Like developed countries with proper access to the internet and other technologies and knowledge of effective use can improve the standards to journalism in Pakistan.

Conclusion

The incorporation of technology has reformed the global landscape of journalism. It has changed newsgathering, production and distribution processes. Moreover, it has ensured speedy news production and reach to larger audiences. These modifications in journalism have altered traditional journalism infrastructure. The findings of the interview conclude that the integration of technology into journalism has revolutionized journalistic practices in Pakistan. The shift from traditional to online media operations has reduced journalistic labour in challenging circumstances. The manufacturing of news has become easier and fast. News reaches the audiences as soon as it happens, unlike traditional journalism, where people had to wait for the information about the happenings around them.

Despite these favours ensured by technology, certain adversities have also emerged. The authenticity of news and information has become questionable. News verification, like in traditional journalism, has not been the practice of modern technology-based media. News is published and disseminated as soon as it is produced without any prior fact checks or verification. Participants of the interview suggested that proper technological literacy should be ensured to cope with these circumstances. Both government and media organizations are required to formulate such strategies to technologically educate journalists to ensure the incorporation of technology into journalism with greater effectiveness without losing credibility.
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